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We are happy to inform you that the latest issue of the journal is now available and includes the
following contributions:

Javier Torre de Silva y López de Letona, The Right to Scrape Data on the Internet: From the US
Case hiQLabs, Inc. v. LinkedIn Corp. to the ChatGPT Scraping Cases: Differences Between US
and EU Law

Data scraping is of the essence for generative artificial intelligence (AI), such as ChatGPT, as the
data needed for AI training are in most cases obtained by this means. The first litigations regarding
data scraping for training of generative AI systems are starting now. It is therefore relevant
reviewing the case Law and regulation regarding data scraping, including the United States (US)
Court of Appeals of the Ninth Circuit in the hiQ v. LinkedIn case. This case reveals the important
differences between the US Law and the European Union (EU) (and United Kingdom (UK)) Law
under several points of view: criminal law, privacy/data protection law, intellectual property (IP)
rights (and sui generis rights), and even law of contracts. The idea that there is no ownership to
unprotected, non-personal, publicly available data coincides with some recent EU Member States
rulings. Data scraping is not illicit as such (the Google search engine is always scraping, and has
been doing so since its creation), but it needs to respect some criminal law restrictions, privacy or
data protection obligations, copyright and contractual Law. This article reviews this protection in
both the US and the EU/UK and analyses the impact of the existing data scraping case law in the
ChatGPT issues and very recent litigations.
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The 2022 Future Ready Lawyer survey showed that 79% of lawyers think that the importance of
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legal technology will increase for next year. With Kluwer IP Law you can navigate the
increasingly global practice of IP law with specialized, local and cross-border information and
tools from every preferred location. Are you, as an IP professional, ready for the future?

Learn how Kluwer IP Law can support you.
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